Our Philosophy goes beyond just daycare.
Mytreehouse is a play-based program that enables us to encourage children to Play, Learn and Grow.

MyTreehouse provides a quality child care experience from infants to toddlers. Our highly trained teachers nurture each child to reach developmental milestones. Ensuring each child become confident, joyful and fully prepared students. MyTreehouse believes in guided play-based learning and discovery.

Our early development center reflects on the belief of Progressive Education and John Dewey principles. Therefore, allows your child to gain knowledge that is constructed through play, direct experience, hands on activities and social interaction with peers.

MyTreehouse classrooms feature diverse learning programs including forge in language, yoga, world cultures, music, dance, science, literacy and math. Each classroom provides a child-centered environment with a wide range of materials and developmentally appropriate activities, which will allow students to create, manipulate, explore, discover according to their unique interest. Children who attend MyTreehouse build a strong foundation for a lifetime of learning.

At MyTreehouse Early development Center we believe communication with parents is very important. With so much of your child's time divided between home and school it is the upmost importance that we bridge the gap and share the events of your child experiences. We will strive to keep you updated on your child's daily activities and milestones reached.

We encourage parent involvement and welcome parents to visit anytime. Monthly newsletters will be sent out along with lunch menu.